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Crochet Roses 

By Eleonora Tully 

 

 

 

Materials: Any yarn with appropriately sized hook (for the roses pictured I used Patons Smoothie 

DK yarn in Red and for the stems Patons Merino Extrafine DK in Apple Green (173), with a 

4.00mm hook), craft wire (for the stem), scissors and yarn needle. 

Abbreviations: ch: chain, ch-sp: chain space, cm: centimetres, mm: millimetres, rep: repeat, RS: 

right side, ss: slip stitch, st(s): stitch(es), tch: turning chain, tr: treble. 

Pattern Notes: UK crochet terminology is used. There are two versions of the rose to crochet. The 

first is for a shorter rose perfect for attaching onto things or making a brooch as it is flatter. The 

second is for a deeper rose, more life-like, and perfect for making the free standing rose with the 

stem. 

 

To Work:  

Shorter Rose (good for attaching onto garments or as a 

brooch) 

Make 45ch 

Row 1 1tr in 4th ch from hook (counts as 1st and 2nd st),1tr in 

next st, *1ch, miss 1 st, 1tr in next 5 sts, rep from * 5 times, 

1ch, miss 1 st, 1 tr in each of final 3 sts, NO tch, turn 

Row 2 (RS) (7tr in next ch-sp, miss 2 sts, 1ss in next st) 7 

times, fasten off leaving a 30cm tail of yarn 
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Taller Rose (good for a self-standing rose with stem as pictured) 

Make 37ch 

Row 1 1tr in 4th ch from hook (counts as 1st and 2nd st), 1tr in each ch to 

end (35 sts), 3ch, turn 

Row 2 1tr in same st as tch, 1tr in next st (1ch, miss 1 st, 2tr in next st, 

1tr in next 3 sts) 6 times, 1ch, miss 1 st, 2tr in next st, 1tr in final st, NO 

tch, turn 

Row 3 (RS) (7tr in next ch-sp, miss 2 sts, 1ss in next st) 7 times, fasten 

off leaving a 30cm tail of yarn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To Complete (for both Roses): 

Roll the rose with RS facing outwards and using 30cm tail of yarn sew the rose into position and 

use the remaining yarn to attach it wherever you like. 

To work Stem: 

Make 45 ch,  

Place next to craft wire (I used a 22cm length of wire for each stem) 

 

ss into 1st ch from hook going under craft wire to ensure wire is encased in sts,  
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ss in next ch going over craft wire 

 

Continue with 1ss in each ch to end alternating between going under then over craft wire so it is 

incorporated into the stem as shown above. 

To Complete: 

Thread end of craft wire into the rose and sew into place 

One rose made… make lots or make one! Attach them to anywhere you like- maybe as a brooch, 

maybe as a hair clip, the possibilities are endless! 

Enjoy… 
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